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Abstract: Nowadays, the consequences of human’s interfering in environment have been 

manifested more than ever. Development implies protection of natural resources and 

environment and when economic indexes of national accounts are concerned, natural resources 

and environment are as important as gross domestic production. Energy is a fundamental 

requirement for continuous economic development and provisioning of welfare and peace. 

Taking the above statements into account, the only way to follow is utilization of novel, pure, 

green or recyclable energies. Hence, this research studies and assesses the status of wind energy 

in Iran. For this purpose, studies have been conducted on the capacity of the power plants 

established, those in the process of establishment, or those planned to be established and other 

pertinent projects.  

 

 

1- Introduction 

Human’s abundant need to energy resources has always been a fundamental and important issue 

of life and trying to achieve an unlimited source of energy has long been a desire of human. The 

engraved pictures of the cave walls can imply that the primeval man could use his muscular 

energy as a mechanical source. However, since this force is limited and feeble, human has 

always sought in his imaginations for an infinite source of energy accessible anytime and 

anywhere. This can be found in various stories made up by primitive human’s mind and 

imagination. Gradually, with the improvement of civilization, wood, charcoal, oil and gas 

entered energy market. However, due to the daily increasing demand for energy and due to the 

limited fossil resources, and because of daily increasing environmental pollution caused as a 

consequence of burning such energies, making use of recyclable energies is becoming more 

significant. Wind energy is one of the main recyclable energies on which human have been 

focused for long so that he has always sought to use this energy industrially. Human has used 

wind energy to drive arks, sailboats and mills. Under current conditions and compared with other 
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novel sources of energy, wind is much more cost effective and being able to use this energy 

seems vital. In Iran, there are proper potentials to install and set up turbines that operate with 

wind energy and taking the study findings into account and with regard to the investments that 

have been made in this domain, application and development of this technology seems promising 

to the policy makers.  

 

2- History of Use of Wind Energy 

For long, human has found out that wind is an infinite source and for years he has used it to drive 

sailboats and mills. It has been observed after long years that wind energy can be converted to 

mechanical or electrical energy. Historical references prove that mills are ancient structures that 

have long been built in Iran, Iraq, Egypt, and china and in these civilizations, wind mills have 

been used to grind seeds and to pump water. According to historical evidences, in 17
th

 century 

BC, Hamurabi, the king of Babylon, presented a drawing of a device with which the fertilized 

plateau of Mesopotamia could be irrigated using wind energy. Mills fabricated on those days 

were machines with uprights axes and were similar to what now can be found in Khaf and 

Taibad regions of Iran [5]. Iranians were the first mans who used upright axis wind mills to grind 

cereals. In traditional books you can read: “Sistan in Iran is a land of wind and sand and it is a 

city known for its wind that moves mills, pulls water out of wills, and irrigates gardens, and there 

is no city in the whole world that can benefit from wind more”. You can also read: “In Sistan, 

wind blows strongly and continuously and that’s why people there have made wind mills for 

grinding wheat” [5]. Other provinces that have used wind energy for long, are Kerman, Esfahan, 

and Yazd where since old days, the energy was used to cool houses through leading them pass 

through special canals. At the same time, Arab nations and Europeans were also aware of the 

privileges of the wind energy. In the 3
rd

 century, an Egyptian researcher who used to study 

compressed air force has designed a 4-wing wind mill with a horizontal axis which used 

compressed air to play an organ. Taking the existing evidences into account, it can be claimed 

that the origin of wind machines of vertical axis, has been eastern district of Mediterranean seal 

and China. In the Middle Ages, wind mills became prevalent tin Italy, French, Spain, and 

Portugal and after a little while, they became prevalent in Britain, Netherlands, and Germany.  

Some historians declare that the introduction of these mills into Europe, is indebted to warriors 

attending the Crusades who had returned from the Middle East. Wind mills fabricated in Europe, 

were 4-wing horizontal axis mills used to grind grains and wheat. Dutch people used wind mills 

in 1350 AC to dry low coastal lands and to extract oil from seeds, cut woods and prepare color 

powders for dying. What has made Netherlands a rich industrial European nation, was the 

industry of ship and wind mill manufacturing [1]. The first rapid and modern turbines were 

fabricated in the outset of the 20
th

 century. Nowadays, the most active countries in this domain 

are Germany, Spain, Denmark, India and America [2].   
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3- Origin of Wind 

When solar radiation reaches uneven lands unequally, it causes changes in temperature and 

pressure and these changes made wind. Moreover, the earth atmosphere moves heat from 

tropical lands to polar lands due to axial motion of earth around itself, which results in creation 

of wind. Oceanic currents act similarly and the causal factor for 30% of the whole heat transfer 

that happens in the world. Globally, atmospheric currents are powerful factors that transfer heat. 

The rotation of earth can develop quasi-permanent patterns of planetary currents in atmosphere 

which are seasonal and can be under the influence of weather and land topography. Most wind 

energy resources are located in coastal or mountainous regions [4].  

 

4- Privileges of exploiting from wind energy 

Just like other recyclable sources of energy, wind energy is privileged over other sources. Some 

of these privileges are [1, 2]:  

 

1- Wind-driven turbines have no need to fuel and this reduces the need for fossil fuel  

2- Wind energy is free 

3- Can supply a part of demand for electricity  

4- The energy produced out of wind is relatively more cost effective than fossil energies. 

5- Current expenses and long term investment expenses are lower. 

6- It results in various sources of energy and develops a stable energy system 

7- It can be exploited at any capacity and portion(from a few watt to several megawatt)  

8- There is no need for water 

9- There is no need for large land plots 

10- It causes no environmental pollution unlike fossil fuels 

11- It is increasingly reliable in electricity production  

12- Can create job opportunities 

 

5- Situation of Wind Energy in Iran 

Altogether the situation of Wind Energy in Iran can evaluated from four viewpoints. 

 

5-1 Established Plants 

Based on statistics obtained from Iranian New Energies Organization the situation of established 

plants in Iran are as Table 1 [5]: 
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Table 1 Situation of Established Plants in Iran 

Kind of turbine Number of Turbines Capacity of power 

plant 

Power plant location 

From 300 to 660 

KW 

111 Turbines 61.18 MW Manjil 

660 KW 43 Turbines 28.34 MW Binalood 

660 KW 3 Turbines 1.98 MW Ovn Ebne Ali Tabriz 

660 KW 1 Turbines 0.66 MW Baba Kohi Shiraz 

660 KW 1 Turbines 0.66 MW Lootak Zabol 

660 KW 1 Turbines 0.66 MW Mahshahr 

 

 

5-2 Under Establishing Plants 

Based on obtained information from New Energies Organization currently 35 mega watt plant 

are establishing in different places of Iran and used turbines in these plants oftenly are 550 KW 

turbines and the most of these turbines are establishing in Manjil area [3].  

 

5-3 Planned Plants for Establishing 

A 1000 mega watt plant that Mapna company (private sector) intends to establish. 

A 5000 mega watt plant that Hesa company (private sector) intends to establish. 

A 400 mega watt that New Energies Organization intends to establish [5].  

 

5-4 Researched Projects and Under – Research Projects  

 

5-4-1 Providing Wind Map 

In 2002 Iranian New Energies Organization execute National project for potential measurement 

and providing wide atlas of country. This atlas has several usages in different industries such as 

metropolitan planning’s, agriculture, environment, etc. 

The main purpose of providing the wind atlas of country in power ministry is recognizing windy 

areas and distinguishing them from low wind and inappropriate areas for wind turbines or 

establishing and using wind plants. 

The summary of operated action during this project includes [5]: 

- providing zero edition map by using global meteorologic information 

- installing wide measuring stations with irregular dispersion in country’s area and 

obtaining and analyzing information 
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- analyzing obtained information from wide measurement stations by computer software’s  

- providing new edition (phase one) of country’s wide atlas (fig 1) 

- providing new edition (phase one) of country’s wide atlas (fig 2) 

 

 
Fig 1 Zero edition of Iran wind atlas 

 

 
Fig 2 First edition of Iran wind atlas 

 

5-4-2 Design and Manufacturing 600 KW Wind Turbine  

In this project in first stage, the research was operated for selecting site that according to 

available information and by research on the wind statistics of metrology organization, Manjil 

area considered for executing project and finally by field studies and considering ownership 
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problems of land a point in the proximity of Babaeean village of Manjil selected for installing 

turbine [5]. 

Then design of several parts of turbine operated by designer institute and the technical 

specifications of parts identified and it specified that which parts should provide in Iran and 

which parts should provide in outsider and in the next stage concurrent action for providing  and 

manufacturing of parts was started. 

 

 
Fig 3 An image of designed and manufactured turbine 

 

The main specifications of manufactured turbine are as follows  

- 3 blades with 19.1 meters length from fiber glass material 

- Helical gearbox additive type  

- Asynchronous generator٬ double state٬ 690 volt ٬ 50 Hz 

- Conical 42 meters tower 

 

5-4-3 Design, Manufacturing and Installation of Sahand of Tabriz 10 KW’s Turbine 

This project was a research and executed in the Sahand of Tabriz industrial university, and it 

used in order to providing necessary energy for illumination of projector (fig 4). 

Development of technology of manufacturing wind Turbines in Iran and operating basic research 

in wind turbines field are the result of this project [5]. 

 

1- Future of Wind Energy in Iran 

Energy providing market is a comparative market that wind plants has introduced some new 

superiorities to the practitioners of energy field and also ٬ invasive activities of some of world
’
s 

countries for producing electricity from wind energy is a model for other countries that have very 

thing to do in this field there are many economic developing resources are located in Asia area. 

Developing economy of Asia countries such as Iran cause to that these countries understand 

production more and produce electricity ٬ the lack of global power network in many rural sectors 

in Asian countries ٬ confirmed the necessity of wind energy electricity production systems. 
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Fig 4: An image of manufactured turbine in Sahand of Tabriz industrial university. 

 About the future economic viewpoint of using wind energy it should said that using this energy 

cause to saving in oil products as fuel. This saving ٬ in first place٬ cause to saving oil products 

that it provide the possibility of converting it do the many derivatives of petrochemicals by a 

high value added in the second place ٬ electricity production from this energy has no 

environmental pollution and this factor help to the protecting human environment and as a result 

the way to achieving the social and economic sustainable development would he provided. Using 

wind energy in Iran can cause to providing new jobs ٬ beside the construction and development, 

and finally by localizing the technology country’s economy grows more and more.  
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